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Digital Needs

Remote Work

Vacation Sooner

Abhishek Rungta, Founder & CEO,
Indus Net Technologies, talks
about the current need for digital
transformation.

A number of private companies
have also taken the lead in
rethinking their work culture
after the pandemic is over.

You don’t even need to visit
another Indian state, but explore
vacations and getaways within
your state itself.
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WALK
IN
THE
PARK
Walk In The Park

Logistics parks play a vital role in reducing logistics costs by better management of
inventory, increased efficiency and faster delivery to the customer. Can they do more?
Prerna Raturi

T

he change has come only in the
past two decades or so, but the
functions of logistics and supply
chain management have ﬁnally found their
place under the sun. Referred to as back-end
operations for ages, global economies have
recognised that the movement of goods is,
indeed, the backbone of the manufacturing
industry and, consequently, the economy.
Validating its importance, the Government
of India accorded infrastructure status to
the sector in 2017. As boundaries on maps
blur, the entire world has become a market
for ﬁnished goods, as well as a vendor for
raw material. is has made supply chains
more complicated and sophisticated. Add to
it the constant pressure businesses today
feel to reduce logistics costs and make the
supply chains more eﬃcient.

is is especially crucial for a country
like India, which is burdened with high
logistics costs. Industry ﬁgures indicate
that in our country, this cost accounts for
nearly 13-15% of the value of goods sold as
compared with 8% in other major economies; the global average is 6%. When it
comes to export/import, the average
logistics cost of one container in India is
about 72% higher than in China. According
to a 2017 study that was commission by the
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways,
the logistics sector as a whole is poised to
expand at roughly 1.2 times the rate of
India’s gross domestic product (GDP)
growth through 2032, by which time it is
expected to generate $360 billion in valueadded, up from $115 billion in 2017.
For this growth rate to be sustainable
and proﬁtable, it is vital that all aspects of
the Logistics and Supply Chain Mana-

gement are made more eﬃcient. A leading
property consultant company Knight Frank
India conducted a study in 2018 and said
that much of the high cost of logistics could
be attributed to the absence of intermodal
and multimodal transport systems, as well
as warehousing, which accounts for 25% of
the logistics cost borne by the end-users
and other stakeholders.
Until now, manufacturers were of the
general opinion that they knew their supply
chains best, as well as their product and
customer.
As a result, they would try to control
their warehousing facilities and to keep
costs low, they chose to work with smaller
partners that merely oﬀered storage. Add to
it challenges such as mismanagement and
little or no insurance cover, the practice was
turning out to be a classic case of pennywise, pound foolish.
Continued on Page 2
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OF FORTITUDE
AND FUTURE
When you think nothing surprises
you anymore, along comes a shocker that
shakes you up and takes some getting
used to. For me and the entire world, the
COVID-19 pandemic was one such. And as
one witnessed how the world at large -businesses, individuals, governments,
educational institutions – reeled under its
effect, what has left me surprised is the
new “normal”. I’m now trying to get used
to the new reality of how the same
individuals, policymakers, schools and
colleges and businesses have created new,
novel and safe ways to do what they are
supposed to do. Be it online classes, Zoom
meetings, helping each other while taking
health precautions, home-delivery orders
and so on, I’m amazed at the fortitude
human beings have displayed during
these current times. It would be no
exaggeration to say that the world as we
knew has changed, probably irreplaceably.
The most important question is, are we
ready?
The current issue of Fasttrack that
you hold in your hands gives you the latest
on the new reality of work from home,
how companies such as Zoom are
grappling with transparency and security
risks, and an exclusive interview with
digital marketing Abhishek Rungta,
where the INT founder talks about the
importance of digital transformation.
O ur valued clients know how
Safexpress has always been committed to
transformation – be it digital or in terms
of infrastructure. I urge you to read our
cover story this time, which talks about
the importance of Logistics Parks and
how they cater to the manufacturing
sector across verticals, and how they are
helping companies concentrate on their
c o re c o m p e t e n c i e s w h i l e l e av i n g
warehousing and other Logistics Park
aspects to the specialists. For a company
that has invested capital and many, many
manhours in putting together its own
Logistics Park with state-of-the-art
facilities, I am grateful and humbled by
the faith that our clients have put in us
and in our customised solutions that we
offer.
As the year draws to a close, I’d like to
say that yes, the world is changing, and it’s
changing into something we had never
envisaged, but together we can all be more
future-ready.

For a company like ours,
logistics parks act as
re g ional distr ibution
centres or cross-docking
parks. They are crucial
when it comes to
becoming seasonal
stocking points: Kunal
Goyal, Vice President,
Supply Chain, Aqualite
Industries.

THE RIGHT MIX
Sensing how this solution was
neither sustainable nor proﬁtable, top players in the 3PL (thirdparty logistics) space are addressing this vital link in the supply
chain. In the past two decades,
proactive companies have
invested capital and thousands of
manhours to acquire an in-depth
u n d e rs t a n d i n g o f d i ﬀe re n t
verticals, distribution patterns
and customer psychology. e
result: state-of-the-art logistics
parks in place of our godowns and
warehouses. Safexpress Pvt Ltd,
for instance, has 52 state-of-theart strategically located (close to
consumption hubs and/or
manufacturing facilities) Logistic
Park with a space of over 16
million sq ft across the country
and delivers more than 100
million packages every year.
Since, Safexpress delivers to
30,341 pin codes which cover
every square inch of India, its
clients can cater to any and every

square inch of India, no matter
where the demand. “If we are
committing ourselves to oﬀer a
one-window solution to our
clients, we have to ensure that all
their overt, as well as unseen
demands, are met,” says Vijay
Vashisht, General Manager,
Safexpress Pvt Ltd. e company
also has strategically-located 3PL
customised centres in a number of
locations such as Bengaluru and
Kolkata.
In a short time, the manufacturing industry has understood
and appreciated the importance
of logistics parks in logistics and
supply chain management. ey
have realised the vital role these
parks play in reducing logistics
costs by better management of
inventory, increased eﬃciency
and faster delivery to the customer. Today, logistics parks are a
strategic solution when it comes
to consolidating logistics.
Outsourcing of warehousing
and distribution to a 3PL means
that most times, the warehousing
facility is near, or on the same
ﬂoor, as the hubs. is does away
with one step in transportation,

is the ex p er ience that 3PL
companies bring to the table
when it comes to logistics parks or
other aspects of logistics. For
instance, let us assume Safexpress
Pvt Ltd has a garment manufacturer as its warehousing customer. Here, the 3PL player can
implement the best practice
experiences that it has acquired
from working with other garment
manufacturers. “I think it is one of
the primary advantages of such
parks,” says Ajay Sharma, Senior
Vice President, Supply Chain
Management, Usha International, “3PL players use the
same warehouse for companies
across verticals – FMCG,
Consumer Durables, Apparel and
Footwear and so on. Learning by
osmosis takes place unconsciously and best practices evolve.
Consequently, customer companies stand to gain.”
Sharma also points out the
advantage of sharing dedicated
resources, such as Electricity,
Manpower, Technolog y, and
Storage space. Trying to get all
these in a standalone facility
means a lot of investment. ere

WHAT ACTIONS HAS THE ROAD TRANSPORT SECTOR
TAKEN TO REDUCE ITS IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT?

and also leads to better planning
and connectivity. Most importantly, it has helped manufacturing companies focus on their core
competency while outsourcing a
vital function in logistics to
professionals.
Another big advantage, and
one that is perhaps not so evident,

is also the option of ﬂexi-space.
For instance, a company might
require a total of 10,000 sq ft of
storage space but might need only
5,000 sq ft during a lean sales
period. 3PL players such as
Safexpress give you the option of
this and more–on a pallet basis, a
weekly or even a monthly basis.
With the help of technology such
as Cloud Computing, the client
can check his inventory even
while sitting in his car, with the
help of an app.
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As Kunal Goyal, Vice
President, Supply Chain, Aqualite
Industries, explains, “For a
company like ours, which deals in
footwear, logistics parks act as
regional distribution centres or
cross-docking parks. ey are
crucial when it comes to becoming seasonal stocking points.” It
helps if the logistics parks are
located close to National
Highways as Safexpress does.
Talking about seasonal products
f ro m t h e l e a d i n g fo o t w e a r
company, Goyal goes on to give
the example of PVC shoes, which
sell mostly in the rainy reason,
that is, for about 45-60 days, and
that too in speciﬁc regions of the
c o u n t r y. “ We c a n k e e p a n
inventor y of these SKUs in
advance in these LPs and service
orders from there,” he says,
adding, “It takes at least ten days
to ship out material from our
factories in Delhi to some of the
remotest parts of the country and
having local distribution centres –
logistics parks – means you can
reach the market in just two days.
Sharma of Usha International
concurs and says that logistics
parks reduce the distance
travelled by the product by
bringing down the last-mile
distance.

WHAT WORKS,
WHAT DOESN’T
ere are issues that need to
be addressed, too. For instance, a
number of times, these logistics
parks are being developed by
investors who may not have an
adequate understanding of the
nitty-gritty of logistics & supply
chain management and, more
importantly, warehousing. “e
problem is, a number of times, it
isn’t a 3PL player, it becomes a
9 P L p l a y e r,” s a y s S h a r m a ,
pointing out how transport is
outsourced, as is manpower and
technology. is not only means
an increase in cost but also not
enough control of crucial
parameters, leading to a deteriorating quality of service. It is
worth mentioning here that
Safexpress has built its own
strategic hubs and logistics parks,
and manages all the facilities
through in-house departments,
thus keeping a tight control on all
the functions. Kunal Goyal of

3PL players use the same
warehouse for companies
across verticals – FMCG,
Consumer Durables,
Apparel and Footwear and
so on. Learning by
osmosis takes place
unconsciously and best
practices evolve: Ajay
Sharma, Senior Vice
President, Supply Chain
Management, Usha
International.
Aqualite also wishes 3PL
companies explored the opportunity of providing packaging
facilities in the premises. “Owing
to the signiﬁcant boom in ecommerce, but where the demand
is variable as well, packaging has
to be done towards the end and
companies like ours will stand to
gain from this.” He also raises the
point of 3PL players extending a
higher degree of customisation
when it comes to barcoding,
tagging and brake-bulking.
“With little clarity on how
long the COVID-19 crisis will last,
and a hazy picture of future
lockdowns, containment zones,
and buﬀer zones, all of which will
aﬀect product delivery adversely,
3PL companies need to also come
up with a robust strategy for
diﬀerent scenarios so that my
customer continues to get his
product at lesser cost and lower
lead time,” says Sharma of Usha
International. ere is also an
urgent need for standardisation
of services, addressing pilferage
and strong security measures in
place, not just within the park but
till the consignment reaches the
customer. In an industry where
word-of-mouth is key, working
tirelessly on plugging the gaps
a n d a n t i c i p at i n g c u s to m e r
demands will go a long way.

LEADERS
Prerna Raturi
It’s exciting times ahead for Indus Net
Technologies (INT), a global digital
consulting and services company. This
June, the company tied up with Dutch
software company Rezzonation, to build
the world’s most interactive entertainment
platform – One App. for Abhishek Rungta,
Founder and CEO, INT, it is another feather
in his cap. The award-winning company
that he founded with passion in 1997 when
he was a teenager, currently provides
enterprise-grade software development
(cloud/web and mobile applications),
analytics, and RoI-driven digital marketing
solutions for mid to large enterprises
across forty countries through of ices in
India, UK, USA, Canada, Brazil, Singapore,
UAE, and Saudi Arabia.
Until now, the company has delivered
more than 11,000-plus projects, with
proven expertise in inancial services,
banking, insurance, insurance, publishing,
entertainment, retail, professional services

such as a robust distribution network in a
physical world, for instance.

Abhishek Rungta, Founder & CEO

Indus Net Technologies,
on the current need for
digital transformation
and why it will always be
crucial for businesses.

How important is content in digital?
What are the basic dos and don’ts for
content that sticks?
Content is the king, but context is the
queen. Content without context is useless.
N o wa d ay s , t h e re i s a n ove r k i l l o f
information. I classify content marketing in
three buckets:
Consumption content: Articles and
ebooks on a topic.
Digestive content: The de initive guide on
a given subject — one which people refer
to.
Actionable content: Tools and systems
people can use to make their life easier.
The goal should be to focus on quality and a
longer shelf life. Hence, digestive content
and actionable content work best for a
business; they make you memorable and
give you recall value.

‘DIGITAL IS NO MORE
A WANT. IT IS A NEED’
and government verticals. In his personal
capacity, Rungta is not only an angel
investor and marketing geek but he has
also been working towards increasing the
size of the digital pie by creating more and
more awareness about digital technology
and marketing. In an exclusive interview,
Rungta talks about how the COVID-19
outbreak has forced companies to consider
digital transformation. Lightly-edited
excerpts:
A funny meme doing the rounds asks
companies what made them consider
a digital transformation – CEO, CTO, or
COVID-19. In all seriousness, however,
it does seem to be true. Your thoughts?
It is de initely true for late adopters of
technology; COVID-19 has been a loud
warning bell for them. Most have now

understood that it is not possible to ignore the digital
transformation of their organisations any longer. They need to
read the writing on the wall, and they need to read it now. Maybe
the current scenario – COVID-19 — will be a message for them to
adopt future technology cycles earlier to draw bene it and
competitive advantage for their business, instead of playing the
catching-up game.
I strongly believe that this is the coming-of-age of digital. “It
is no more a want — it is a need.”
At a time when marketing budgets have shrunk
unbelievably, and events such as B2B meets and so on
seem to be a thing of the past, can digital marketing really
come to the rescue? What are the advantages here, and
what are the pitfalls?
Digital marketing was always delivering far better returns on
investment (RoI) than out-of-home (OOH) and print media
marketing. Having said that, I would like to give a disclaimer here:
Every medium has its role in building a brand presence and
driving up the demand. However, digital is far more measurable,
aﬀordable, targeted, interactive, and a quick-tochange medium and platform. It can complete user
journeys end-to-end and which is why you see so
many digital-only brands. For traditional brands, if
used correctly in combination with other media
options, its own eﬀectiveness can multiply
manifold.

There is too much glamour
quotient around campaigns,
and amidst all this highdecibel light and sound,
people forget to build the
right infrastructure and
accelerators, such as a
robust distribution network
in a physical world, for
instance.

Talking about pitfalls, you need to be careful about
two things:
Ÿ Great digital marketing cannot sell poor
products consistently.
Ÿ It is marketing irst, digital second.
An in-depth understanding of both is required
to be successful. The fact is that there is too much
glamour quotient around campaigns, and amidst
all this high-decibel light and sound, people forget
to build the right infrastructure and accelerators,
JULY–SEPTEMBER 2020
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For years, you and enterprises such as
Indus Net Technologies have been
working towards getting the business
fraternity to embrace digital
transformation. What kind of
challenges have you faced along the
way?
There are times when a company
focuses on the wrong metrics, wrong
projects, wrong initiatives, and loses
considerable money in the process. Second,
many a time, companies do not invest in
digital proportionately. Instead, it merely
becomes a good-to-have channel, which
they must have because it is "cool". Unless
you give digital the respect it deserves,
along with the right investment, attention,
and push (within and outside your
organisation), you will continue to fail.
I have seen companies spend crores
opening a new store, but hesitate from
investing a fraction on their digital channel.
You will get what you put in. And you need
to keep investing in it long-term. Keep
learning as to what works and what
doesn’t. Fix the problems, and experiment
again.
How do you see digital marketing
agencies change in the current COVID19 times?
I wish they become more goal-oriented
and do better performance measurement. I
hate it when agencies show performance
by slicing and dicing the data the way it
suits their narrative. Let the metrics and
goals be ixed, and let agencies chase them!
Focusing on real business metrics is the
need of the hour.

INSIDEOUT

STAYING
PUT

norms and as business continuity process,” the company report based on the
survey said. The property consultant had surveyed over 230 executives who
handled the corporate real estate portfolio in large companies across sectors.
The survey also said that most respondents felt their company productivity
had not been aﬀected due to WFH. While 35% respondents felt that the current
WFH policy.

The way forward post-COVID
At the same time, there are the likes of Infosys Co-founder Kris
Gopalakrishnan, who told India’s top news agency Press Trust of India, “We are not
going back to ‘business as usual’,” and added that irms would do a rethink on the
of ice space they would require and about “how we need to deliver services in the
future.” Assuring the IT industry that it would not see job losses in the sector,
Gopalakrishnan also predicted, “Some companies will be a lot more aggressive
(more people will work from home), the smaller the companies, the more
aggressive they will be, so that they can save signi icantly in terms of rental costs.”

Prerna Raturi

I

t isn’t everyone’s cup of tea, especially employers. The option of work-fromhome (WFH) until now – read pre-COVID-19 – was looked upon either as a fad,
or a novel step taken by companies. It seemed like a concept that would work
until, well, it didn’t. It required comprehensive human resource strategies when it
came to gauging WFH workload, measuring productivity and ef iciency,
transparency, trust, and overall professionalism. For companies that were used to a
certain style of working, those that appreciated long hours – never mind the
cigarette and tea breaks, checking social media during of ice hours, taking long
lunch breaks – and felt more comfortable with 100% attendance in of ice during
work hours, WFH just didn’t sit right.

A number of private companies have also taken the lead in rethinking their
work culture after the pandemic is over. For instance, on May 12, 2020, tech giant
Twitter – which was also one of the irst companies to shift to the WFH model –
announced that “with very few exceptions”, of ices would not open before
September. Jennifer Christie, Chief Human Resources Of icer, Twitter, said, “When
we decide to open of ices, it also won’t be a snap back to the way it was before. It will
be careful, intentional, of ice by of ice, and gradual.” She added that there will also
be no business travel before September, with very few exceptions, and no inperson company events for the rest of 2020.

Of course, as mentioned earlier, there were companies that were breaking this
mould and giving their employees the option to stay at home and clock in for work.
The practise was known more popularly as lexi-timing, wherein an employee
could choose to WFH for a number of hours a week. The rest of the month, you had
to dress sharply, travel to work, and scramble up the lifts and through of ice doors
armed with laptop bags and lunch boxes.

Mark Zuckerberg, CEO, Facebook, said in a live-streamed staﬀ meeting that the
company had decided to allow many employees a permanent WFH option. As a
result, no less than 45,000 Facebook employees could be working from home in the
coming decade.

A number of companies were forerunners in encouraging lexi-timing,
wherein you could choose to WFH for a given hours a week. Accenture, for instance,
was one of the irst companies to give its employees this option. There is also
Infosys, which allowed its softwares to work just 3.5 hours a day in of ice and
manage its deadlines for the rest of the hours from their homes. For employees
wanting to work from home due to family commitments, IBM India, too, had a lexitiming scheme, as did Dell India. And we all remember the Yahoo controversy back
in 2013, when its then CEO Marissa Meyer banned working from home or
“remotely” as she put it. Her memo said, “To become the absolute best place to
work, communication and collaboration will be important, so we need to be
working side-by-side. That is why it is critical that we are all present in our of ices.
…. Speed and quality are often sacri iced when we work from home. We need to be
one Yahoo!, and that starts with physically being together.”

Accepting the challenge

The silver lining

Of course, it hasn’t been easy. What made things even more challenging was the fact that
companies were inadequately equipped for WFH. A March 2020 report by Gartner, a
prominent IT service management company, revealed that 54% of Indian companies did not
have enough technology and resources for such
scenario. In the report, the company quoted Saikat
Chatterjee, Senior Director, Advisory at Gartner as,
“We’re being forced into the world’s largest workfrom-home experiment and, so far, it hasn’t been easy
for a lot of organisations to implement.” The report
stated that while it was easy to imagine that
organisations from the IT sector would be able to
kickstart WFH faster and better, most non-IT
companies and SMEs were at sea. Industry reports of
the IT industry indicate that about 90% of manpower
worked from home; this can be broken up as 65% in
metro cities, and 35% from small towns. It is worth
mentioning here that of those working in small
towns, most were people who had left their homes
and families and come to metro cities to work. They
were now back home and working from there.

Reading the memo today in the surreal reality of COVID-19, HR managers must
be guﬀawing with laughter. They have proved that neither speed nor quality is
dependent on “physically being together”. As the coronavirus pandemic unfolds,
social distancing has become essential to breaking the infection chain. And so, for
the past four months or so, most organisations around the world have been forced
to temporarily close their of ice spaces and ask their employees to clock in the work
hours from home.

After reports from the IT industry, the government, too, encouraged the idea of WFH. On
April 29, IT Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad announced, “In response to the IT industry’s
request to facilitate work-from-home for OSPs (other service providers), department of
telecom had relaxed terms and conditions for virtual
private networks till April 30. After discussion with
IT ministers, this relaxation in terms and conditions
is extended till July 31.”

Aaron McEwan,
Vice President,
Gartner

“Remote-work success depends
heavily on whether you trust your
employees to do their work even if you
can’t see them.”

Kris Gopalakrishnan,
Co-Founder, Infosys

Coming back to the discussion about WFH
challenges, the top management at most
organisations has had to change its mindset about
WFH and HR departments have worked overtime,
trying to put WFH processes in place. Employees, too,
have had to realign their lives and juggle housework – no house-help was encouraged to
enter buildings – with online meetings, presentations, pitches, and other of ice work. The
bosses knew it and, yet, they had to trust their employers where delivery and deadline is
concerned. As the Gartner report quoted its own Vice President Aaron McEwan, “Whether
your remote-work initiatives are routine or urgent, trust is the foundation of their success.
Remote-work success depends heavily on whether you trust your employees to do their
work even if you can’t see them.”

“Some companies will be a lot more
aggressive (more people will work
from home), the smaller the
companies, the more aggressive they
will be, so that they can save
signicantly in terms of rental costs.”

Most might not admit, but everyone knows that under “normal” circumstances, neither
companies nor their employees would have gone that extra mile. The pandemic, however,
ensured we all do the unprecedented under these extraordinary circumstances.

Companies in other sectors such as Pharma, Auto,
Banking, Insurance and Manufacturing have also
followed suit and made peace with the idea, and are
getting comfortable with it. There is a reason for this:
while a number of companies have had to undergo a
metamorphosis of sorts, the challenge has come with
opportunities. Take, for instance, a signi icant
reduction in operating costs. With the current shrink
in revenues, a reduction in operating costs has meant
that companies can live within their means.
Currently, the WFH option has also meant a sigh of
relief for the employee, who can stay in the safety of
his home and not be anxious about his family
members.

The brightest silver lining among the dark COVID
clouds, however, has been the realisation by the
business and economy fraternity that WFH is an
option worth exploring in the long run. Why, a more
proactive move to WFH may even address migration from small towns and cities to metros.
The business community knows how rich the manpower bank is in smaller cities and towns
but is unable to tap it ef iciently since a number of them are unable to migrate, or refuse to.
As mentioned earlier, it is a big opportunity for companies to reassess their operating
costs that includes hiring big of ice spaces, furnishing them, paying heavy bills for electricity,
food, water, cleaning staﬀ, and so on.
According to a May 2020 survey by property consultant Knight Frank, over 70%
companies were likely to continue WFH for the next six months, that is, until at least
November, 2020. “An overwhelming majority of 72% said that they are likely to continue
with the work-from-home arrangement in the next six months due to the social distancing

Having said this, however, the option of WFH comes with its own set of
challenges. Employees, especially, might have to content themselves with a lesser
salary, since paycheques might be pegged to cost of living, especially if the
employee lives in a smaller town or city. Also, WFH almost always means longer
working hours, sans any incentives. It is also possible that WFH option gives lesser
leeway to the employee to apply for sick leaves since, hey, you’ll be home anyway
and can manage a call or two, or a couple of work-hours at least.
Lack of proper work infrastructure could be a challenge as well. While issues
such as internet connectivity may also crop up, proper work desk and
ergonomically-designed chairs for long hours at work aren’t really seen in homes –
unless there is a proper WFH of ice or working space. WFH also means the
employee’s “operating costs” go up in the form of electricity and internet charges.
Workwise, companies will have to invest in policies that keep employee
morale high as she works from home and isn’t a part of the morning dance routines,
colleague camaraderie, or water-cooler chit-chat. Diﬀerent time zones might also
impact work low, as do distractions at home, especially for women employees,
who still have to bear the brunt of most domestic chores. Companies will also need
to put processes in place when it comes to data security, technology requirements,
and privacy concerns.

Jennifer Christie,
Chief Human Resources
Ofcer, Twitter

“When we decide to open ofces, it also
won’t be a snap back to the way it was
before. It will be careful, intentional,
ofce by ofce, and gradual.”
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SMEWATCH
Ritu Raj

T

o mark the Micro, Small and MediumSized Enterprises (MSME) Day on
June 27, e-commerce major Amazon
hosted the third edition of its sale event –
Small Business Day (SMD) 2020. e event
was hailed as an initiative to help small
Businesses, Artisans, Weavers, Microentrepreneurs and Startups rebound from the
economic disruption created by the COVID19 pandemic. After all, these trying times of
COVID-19 go beyond health care and
infection. For nearly all businesses, it has
meant shrunken revenues and a fear of the
future. e situation is even grimmer for
micro, small and medium enterprises.
e sale oﬀered customers the
opportunity to discover and purchase unique
and hard-to-ﬁnd products from Startups,
Women Entrepreneurs, Ar tisans, and
Weavers under the company ’s various
programmes such as Local Shops, Amazon
Launchpad, Amazon Saheli, and Amazon
Karigar. e company statement also added
that products across categories, including
Work-From-Home Essentials, Regional
Weaves in Fashion, Handcrafted Accessories
and Footwear, Wall Decor and Hangings,
Idols and Figurines, Kitchenware, and Sports
Essentials were available on stores such as
“ I n d i a B a z a a r ”, “ B u d g e t B u y s ”, a n d
“Bestsellers”, among others.
“SMBs are the backbone of the Indian
economy who also make the most unique
selection of products. ese businesses were
on a consistent growth trajectory until
COVID-19 disrupted many of them,” said
Gopal Pillai, Vice President, Amazon India
Marketplace, adding that the company was
committed to support them and help
generate customer demand for their products. e company statement also noted that
at the second edition of SMD in December
2019, more than 1,200 sellers witnessed their
highest single-day sales ever. Artisans and
weavers who were a part of Amazon’s Karigar
programme had witnessed 2.5X growth on
the e-commerce site, while women entrepreneurs selling as part of Amazon Saheli
witnessed a growth of 1.7X. e company
hasn’t released the ﬁgures for this year’s sales,
but here’s hoping they were even better than
that of last year.
e feel-good factor apart, Amazon’s
strategy to work with MSMEs isn’t a part of
its corporate social responsibility – it is tied in
integrally with the company’s strategy for
growth. Rightly called the backbone of the
Indian economy by Amazon’s Gopal Pillai,
micro, small and medium businesses are
contributing to the growth of e-commerce as
well. In fact, this April, government
thinktank NITI Aayog invited an expression
of interest from institutes and research ﬁrms
to conduct a feasibility study to chart out a
national policy to integrate small businesses
and traders on the e-commerce platform.
Government ﬁgures show that there are
about 6.4 crore MSMEs in the country, but
while e-commerce has burgeoned in the
country, a signiﬁcant number of these
MSMEs are still struggling to clamber onto
the e-commerce bandwagon.
ere are several reasons for this, the
primary one being the lack of awareness on
not why, but how-to. While most small
businesses have come to realise the importance of technology and the internet in the
ease of doing business, they continue to
struggle with how to go about it. is is where
e-commerce giants such as Amazon, Flipkart
and Snapdeal come in. For the past several
years, they have not only been supporting
SMEs when it comes to training, supply chain
management, infrastructure and technology
but they are also helping them with ﬁnding
loans from banks and other non-banking
ﬁnance corporations. In December 2019,

Underdogs No More

In December 2019, Walmart announced the creation of
Walmart Vriddhi Supplier Development Programme to
train and prepare 50,000 Indian small businesses to “Make
in India” for global supply chains.
Walmart (which acquired Flipkart in 2018, for
USD 16 billion) announced the creation of
Walmart Vriddhi Supplier Development
Programme to train and prepare 50,000
Indian small businesses to “Make in India” for
global supply chains. e company said that
the programme will actively work with
MSMEs to expand domestic capabilities and
participate in the global economy. Launching
the programme, Judith McKenna, President
and CEO, Walmart International, said, “e
Vriddhi programme will encourage Indian
suppliers to make for online and oﬄine
customers around the world, including – but
not limited to – the supply chains of Flipkart
and Walmart. at openness makes us unique
and can truly create opportunities for those
who participate. Whether a supplier has
ambitions domestically or around the globe,
Walmart Vriddhi will give them the tools they
need to succeed.”
For MSMEs that are eternally struggling
to bite a bigger portion of the pie, e-commerce
is a god send. Not only does it level the playing
ﬁeld but it also helps companies do away with
middlemen while selling directly to the endconsumer. E-commerce also means that SMEs
can sell their inventory to any part of the
world and not be constrained by geographies
or physical markets. A virtual platform also
works best for these enterprises because most
functions in e-commerce are automated –
purchasing process, checkout, invoicing,
payment processing – and SMEs don’t have to
employ extra hands, thanks to technology.
If only the e-commerce world was this
perfect, however. With time, there have been
growing voices of dissent against e-commerce
companies amongst smaller businesses. For

i n s t a n c e , i n Ja n u a r y t h i s y e a r, t h e
Confederation of All India Traders (CAIT)
wrote to Minister of Commerce and Industry
Piyush Goyal seeking probe into all online
businesses. e confederation’s Secretary
General Praveen Khandelwal went as far as to
say, “Not only their business models but their

The e-commerce
industry knows how
important the SME
world is for its
growth and survival,
and is working
overtime to engage
with it. Is that
enough, however?
respective foreign investments and its
disbursals, aspect of avoidance of GST and
Income Tax revenue and probabilities of
burning cash by them should also be investigated.”
Trouble has been brewing for a while,
indeed. In a bid to increase their market share,
e-commerce companies have also been
blamed for predatory pricing, deep discounting and preferential seller treatment.
Although e-commerce companies maintain
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that whatever discounts are oﬀered are done so
by the sellers themselves, it hasn’t cleared the
air.
In fact, as a move to take on e-commerce
companies, on May 1, 2020, CAIT announced its
portal–bharatemarket.in. e body has also tiedup with the Department for Promotion of
Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) to bring in
lakhs of kirana shops to digital e-commerce. e
announcement was made over a video brieﬁng
by CAIT ’s Khandelwal, along with other
members and technology providers.
e portal is being promoted by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s Startup India and
Invest India initiatives, as well as by All India
Consumer Products Distributors Federation and
small business lender, Avana Capital. It is also
worth mentioning here that as many as 7 crores
small traders are a part of CAIT. Khandelwal had
announced during the brieﬁng that through the
portal, these local mom-and-pop stores will have
the opportunity to access customer orders on the
portal and deliver them within just a couple of
hours by capitalising on the physical proximity
to the customer.
He also said that no transaction fee or
commission would be levied on the sellers. At the
time of the announcement in May, the portal had
already onboarded 6,300 sellers. Nearly three
months later, the portal is still not up and
running, however. Here’s hoping it does, soon.
To conclude then, be it Amazon or Bharat
EMarket, e-commerce’s virtual window of
opportunities can open far more doors for SMEs
than can be imagined. Now it’s up to the SMEs to
go out there and sell to the world.

What I can promise you
is that we take these
i s s u e s v e r y, v e r y
seriously. We’re looking
into each one of them. If
we ﬁnd an issue, we’ll
acknowledge it and we’ll
ﬁx it: Eric S. Yuan,
Founder & CEO, Zoom.

INFOCUS
Ritu Raj

H

ere’s hoping the top management at
Zoom Video Communications is
accepting the rough with the smooth. The
US-based organisation that turned pro itable in
2019, saw a boom in its userbase when the
COVID-19 terror hit the world at large. With most
of ices, schools and institutions closed to stem
the spread of the virus, a way had to be found to
communicate, hold meetings, teaching or
generally hold catch-up session between friends
and family. Zoom came as a perfect answer and
became one of the most downloaded apps in the
world. By February 2020, the app had acquired
2.22 million users, which was more than what the
company had gained in the entire year of 2019!
Why, in a single day in March 2020, the Zoom app
was downloaded 2.13 million times. As the
company statement by Zoom Founder Eric Yuan
states, “As of the end of December last year, the
maximum number of daily meeting participants,

and organisations speaking up for data
protection and safety. Not only that, the fact that a
signi icant part of the company’s manpower is
based out of China, as well as some of its servers,
censorship and surveillance, have become major
concerns as well. The India-China recent standoﬀ
at the Ladakh border means added animosity
against Zoom in our country. Things came to a
head in India when the Ministry of Home Aﬀairs
itself warned Zoom users that the videoconferencing app was not safe for use. The
sixteen-page advisory also spelt out guidelines
for safe usage of Zoom, which included points
such as creating a new user name and password
for every meeting, restricting or disabling ile
transfer, allowing screen sharing solely by the
host, locking the meeting once all participants
were in, restricting the recording feature, and so
on.
In its capacity, however, what is the
company doing to tide over this sudden storm
that has cast a dark shadow over all that the
company has achieved since
its inception in April 2011?
How is the company
convincing governments
and individual users that
they and their data aren’t at
risk? For starters, in April
this year, Yuan, in a live
YouTube stream, apologised
to users for security lapses
and pledged to take these
lapses seriously. “Clearly, we
have a lot of work to do to
ensure the security of all
these new consumer use
cases,” he said, adding, “But
what I can promise you is
that we take these issues
very, very seriously. We’re
looking into each and every
one of them. If we ind an
issue, we’ll acknowledge it
and we’ll ix it.”
On April 8, the company introduced an
option called “Security”, which allows hosts to
quickly respond to issues such as Zoom bombing,
by locking the meeting or removing participants.
The Waiting Room function is also now on by
default, which means that the hosts have to
manually let their guests into the meeting. What’s

VIRTUALLY
MEETING
COVID-19 has changed how we work, do
business, study, and teach. Zoom seemed
to be the perfect app for all of this, until its
imperfections came to the fore.

both free and paid, conducted on Zoom was
approximately 10 million. In March this year, we
reached more than 200 million daily meeting
participants, both free and paid.” As a result, the
company’s stock price (Zoom completed an
initial public oﬀering in 2019) went from less
than $70 per share in January 2020, to $150 per
share by end-March. This not only gave the
company a market value of $42 billion but Zoom
also joined the NASDAQ-100 stock index on April
30, 2020.
If it wasn’t for lock-downs and work-fromhome, the company would have partied hard. But
then on second thoughts, maybe not. Because
despite all the surging numbers of users and
downloads, the app was also being criticised for
serious “security lapses and poor design choices”
(as reported by BBC News). As reported in
several media reports, the company was also
criticised for its privacy and corporate data
sharing policies. After all, data is not only the
most coveted properties by corporations, it has
also become a human rights issue, with people

more, passwords will be turned on by
default so that all users secure their
meetings. To ensure that screen-sharing is
safe, the meeting ID will no longer be
displayed on the title toolbar.
This July, as a part of its strategy to
address security and privacy concerns, the
company added over 100 additional
features to its video conferencing. The
company also brought on board several
security experts, most notably former
Facebook Security Chief, Alex Stamos as an
advisor, to address privacy concerns. It also
named Salesforce.com’s Security-Senior
Vice President Jason Lee as its Chief
I n fo r m a t i o n S e c u r i t y O f i c e r. L i ke
WhatsApp, the company also plans to oﬀer
end-to-end encryption for video calls for
both free and paying users and launch its
trial version in July. In a blog post, Yuan said
that the company had “made signi icant
progress de ining the framework and
approach for a transparency report that
details information related to requests
Zoom received for data, records or content.”
The company has already missed its
deadline, however, and said that the report
will be released at a later date.
Industry experts, however, say they
are being objective when in their claims
that Zoom is no more or less secure than
any other video-conferencing app. Just
because it is in the limelight at present, its
faults are all the more glaring. They are glad
that the company is taking criticism
positively and is committing itself to
become better and safer. But will it be able
to stave oﬀ competition from other videoconferencing while also trying to get back
on its horse? For the users, it’s a wait-andwatch game while using the Zoom app
safely.

PRIORITY
FOCUSED
In this AMJ quarter, COVID-19 has
brought a paradigm shift in the way we do
business in this technology-aided disruptive
World—E-Billing, E-Collections, E-Pod,
eradication of physical paperwork and
going 100% Digital is only safe path
forward. In this scenario, Digital
Conference and Exhibitions have become
the new nor mal. From networking,
interacting real time to exhibiting products
on the Digital Pavilion, this platform is the
new way to create business opportunities.

In view of above, Safexpress also
participated in few virtual events namely,
CII Virtual Conference, CII Logistics
Summit 2020 and “Skill Development Post
COVID-19: The Way Forward” Webinar by
ASSOCHAM.
Mr. Rubal Jain, MD, Safexpress
speaks at CII Virtual Conference on
Reconnecting India's Supply Chain on
Ensuring Emergence of a Safe and
Efﬁcient Digitally Empowered Logistics
sector.

Recently, ASSOCHAM organised a
Webinar on Skill Development Post
COVID-19: The Way Forward” on 29th
June, 2020. Hon’ble Minister of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship, Dr.
Mahendra Nath Pandey was the Chief
Guest for this Event. Ms. Divya Jain,
Founder & CEO, Safeducate and CoChairman, ASSOCHAM National Council
on Skill Development was one of the key
speaker in this discussion.

TOP VIDEO-CONFERENCING APPS FOR FREE
Zoom: Reliable, large video calls

Google Hangouts: e company isn’t
promoting it now, but it’s still there.

Google Meet: For G Suite users

Microsoft Teams: Competing for the
same market share as Zoom

Google Duo: Mobile app for
one-to-one interactions

Skype: An old player in the
space—since 2003

With over 17 million square foot of
state-of-the-art warehousing space &
logistics parks, Safexpress has continued to
invest in building the supply chain network
across the vast reaches of India. This
quarter, Safexpress launches its 52 n d
Logistics Park in Sahibabad, Uttar Pradesh.
Launch of Logistics Park in Aurangabad,
Coimbatore, Rudrapur, Mohali & Pune is in
pipeline.

Safexpress has implemented
signiﬁcant measures as per the Covid-19
pandemic control guidelines across our
supply chain to ensure safe working
environment. Covid-19 Safety Guidelines,
Sanitization drives & Safety precautions
practised across India at Safexpress hubs
premises to cure the spread of Covid-19.
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OFFBEAT
Prerna Raturi

O

ne doesn’t need numbers to prove
it, but they might help assess the
magnitude of the problem. In this
case, the impact of coronavirus pandemic
on international tourism. According to the
World Tourism Organization, a United
Nations specialised agency, international
tourism, which was down 22% in the irst
quarter, could decline by 60-80% over the
entire year. Sixty-seven million fewer
international tourists up to March
translates into $80 billion in lost exports.
More than half of 2020 is gone so it is safe
to assume that this loss has more than
doubled.
The organisation quotes igures,
further explaining the crisis: “Arrivals in
March dropped sharply by 57% following
the start of a lockdown in many countries,
as well as the widespread introduction of
travel restrictions and the closure of
airports and national borders.” Pointing
out region-speci ic impact, the
organisation states that although Asia and
the Paci ic show the highest impact in
relative and absolute terms (-33 million
arrivals), the impact in Europe, though
lower in percentage, is quite high in
volume (-22 million). Overall, the
pandemic has meant a loss of 850 million
to 1.1 billion international tourists, a loss
of $910 billion to $1.2 trillion in export
revenues from tourism, and 100-120
million direct tourism jobs at risk. The
organisation states that the tourism crisis
may even roll back progress made in
pushing sustainable development goals.
I n I n d i a , t h e Fe d e ra t i o n o f
Associations in Indian Tourism and
Hospitality (FAITH) said that about 3.8
crore people in the industry may be
rendered jobless, that is, about 70% of the
total workforce! A study by CARE Ratings
had more bad news. It says that the Indian
tourism industry may see a revenue loss of
Rs 1.25 trillion in the current calendar year.
In other words, it’s a bleak picture.
It’s a setback to the industry, yes, but what
is utterly heart-breaking is how millions of
jobs have been lost and continue to be
threatened. After all, it is one of the most
labour-intensive industries. For all these
people who have or will lose their jobs,
there will be little to no opportunities to

Dreaming
Of Holidays
There is a strong case for domestic
tourism post-COVID–it will not only
satisfy one’s wanderlust but also help
the industry stand back on its feet.
ind work in another company. Most have put
recruitment on hold and are trying to make do
with existing manpower.
But this isn’t about the woes and worries of
the tourism industry. It is about encouraging all of
us to choose domestic travel whenever an
opportunity to vacation comes along in future. It
makes perfect sense in several ways. One, those
international lights are still not operational on a
regular basis doesn’t mean you can’t or shouldn’t
give in to the footloose spirit in you, especially
since lockdowns have made us want and
appreciate vacations more than ever before. Of
course, proper channels should be taken care and
caution should be exercised in terms of
permissions and following safety precautions in
terms of social distancing, masks and
sanitisation.
Domestic travel would also be safer in a
post-COVID world. In fact, you don’t even need to
visit another Indian state but explore vacations
and getaways within your state itself. It is also
easier on the pocket. Another tip: go for oﬀ-thebeaten-track destinations to ensure there aren’t
too many people nearby and make the most of the
solitude and quiet. Most importantly, however, it
will be an exercise in helping the nation stand
back on its feet by encouraging local hotels,
eateries and taxi drivers and owners, who will get

their livelihoods back.
Other nations are planning to take a similar
strategy. China even eased restrictions on
domestic tourism this July to give the industry a
illip. The government decided that the country’s
tourist sites can allow 50% of their daily visitor
capacity and that interprovince group tours may
be resumed.
India is also gearing up to encourage
domestic tourism while ensuring proper
guidelines are in place when it comes to
restaurants, hotels, buses and taxis, and so on.
The government is also working with industry
stakeholders and is seeking out their
recommendations, be it travel agents, tour
operators, guides and facilitators, or transport
operators. The ministry of tourism had organised
a series of webinars under the theme “Dekho
Apna Desh” (See your own country). These
webinars not only included speci ic destinations
such as Ladakh, Puducherry, Mysore and
Mamallapuram but also discussed safe and
responsible travel and tourism in the current
times or immediate future. In an interview with
Hindustan Times, Union Tourism Minister
Prahlad Singh Patel also underlined the
importance of vacation options in rural India,
since it will not only put money in the hands of
ones who might need it most but also be safer for

both tourists and the farmer who oﬀers up
his room as a homestay.
And it seems the opportunities aren’t
too far away. On the national front, the
government has constituted a National
Tourism Task Force to revive the industry.
This task force includes state tourism
minister, of icers such as joint secretaries,
representatives of associations such as
FICCI, CII, Assocham, as well as
representatives of tourism and hospitality
associations.
The Uttarakhand government is also
devising an action plan for the tourism
sector. The hill state has a holiday for all –
honeymooners, adventure enthusiasts,
peace seekers, corporations look for
oﬀsites and experiential learning, and
pilgrimages to some of the holiest places in
India. “There is a need to encourage
tourism apart from the peak tourist period,
especially in places located on the travel
route. Suggestions of pilgrims and locals
should also be obtained on the proposed
master plan of Badrinath Dham,” said
Trivendra Singh Rawat, Chief Minister,
Uttarakhand, during a video-conferencing
session with Ashwini Lohani, Advisor,
Chardham Devasthanam Board, and
Subhash Goyal, General Secretary, FAITH.

Domestic travel
would be safer in
a post-COVID
world. In fact, you
don’t even need to
visit another
Indian state, but
explore vacations
and getaways
within your state
itself. It is also
easier on the
pocket.

Three destinations you can
dream of visiting post-COVID
Sikkim: At present, it is one of the states with the least number of
coronavirus-positive cases. It is also one of the most beautiful hill
states of India, with stunning vistas and welcoming people.
Nagaland: We know Goa would have been your regular choice to party
and holiday post-coronavirus, but since the present times have taught
you several new things, why not think new and choose Nagaland for
some ﬁnger-licking delicacies, and unspoiled nature.
Uttarakhand: ere’s more to the state than Mussoorie and Nainital,
and a post-coronavirus world is the best time to trek to either
Gangotri, or Har-ki-Dun, or take a reading vacation in any of the
smaller, lesser-known towns such as Chakrata, Chopta, Munsiyari, or
Binsar.
Fasttrack is an award-winning quarterly magazine from Safexpress – 'Knowledge Leader' as well as 'Market Leader' of the Indian Supply Chain & Logistics industry. The magazine provides keen insights into Supply Chain
practices and Management concepts, along with specialised and well–researched content on the latest trends in the economy. Fasttrack has been reaching out to the top CXOs of India Inc for over a decade. Please do write
to us with your views on our magazine at fasttrack@safexpress.com.
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